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What are you proposing / now washing, eg cars, plant, lorries or
vans etc?
Please provide a list of all vehicles on the fleet / proposed to be
washed including type, size etc?
Quantities of each to be washed over a given period?
What type of washing, is it all external / top wash only or will you
be washing chassis and engines etc?
Is the wash / proposed wash to be manual (jet wash) or auto /
drive through? If jet wash is it hot or cold
If a mixture of the above please state how many of each in given
period? Frequency or pattern of washing
Brief description of the service you’re providing, eg private fleet,
MOT washing, clients, own fleet, valeting for public etc? Is the
system used by allocated person or via the public
How many washes of the above per day or per week, if the fleet
is varied we’ll require numbers of each?
If applicable, what are you using to wash the above with now?
(leave blank if a new site or new proposal etc)
What detergents are you using? What other chemical /
detergent products will be used on or around the wash bay?
What are you washing off vehicles, indicate levels of oil and
grease likely to be washed off
Is there an existing wash bay, if so please describe including size
etc?Is there an exiating sump or collection point if so what size
Is the wash bay / proposed wash bay surrounded by a kerb and
is it covered (a roof) open, outdoors or indoors?
Where does the water from the wash bay / proposed location
outflow to, is there an interceptor, drainage etc?
Is there a mains foul drain?
Is the wash bay to be used for any other purpose?
Are services available, mains power and water etc?

Contact Name
Company Name Site Location

Tel no Email
Fax no Interested in

The questions below will save you time and enable us to provide the information you need sooner. Some items may not be applicable but please
try to answer as many questions as possible even if they don’t seem relevant. Thank You.


